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DOCUMENT #22: Mrs. Dane Belany
(To the Honorable Federal Judge)
December 30, 1992
Your Honor:
My name is Dane Belany. I am black. I am an artist and
from Senegalese descent.
I am a Christian and a very fervent believer. Everyone is
apprised of the Biblical fact that the closer a person comes to
the very Truth, the crueler he will be martyred and
persecuted. Here is the terrible price that one might pay
toward true sanctity.
But I am sick and revolted about the way in which the
journalists and the TV, under the direct control of the
political police, are thus attacking and slandering a person
whose only mission was to help, to save, and to rescue sick
people, our environment, endangered species and our third
world.
I just hope that such disgusting political schemes will not
find any echo in the U.S., (I have been working for ten years
in New York as quite a famous artist), which is the very true
country of freedom. And I hope that, in a civilization such as
America, where such conspiracies could not even exist, ever,
Philip Savage will be recognized as an innocent and will,
actually, be vindicated.
It is nothing but appalling to think that such a public
benefactor as Phili p Savage, who was to take care
successfully of incurable patients diagnosed as bound to die
in a couple of weeks by the official medicine, could ever
have been considered as a dishonest person or could have
been charged with "fraud."
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It was fundamental for me to bring forth my testimony
and to stress the extent of my revolt and my disgust, since I
am myself the true dying victim of a very authentic, very
mercantile, very appalling political scandal: The HIV
contaminated blood traffic! I proclaim that Philip Savage
has been only a scapegoat and a smoke screen for them to
mask their own sinful filthiness.
I want my testimony to be produced for his defense.
Respectfully,

